
Sunderland and District Canine Society 23rd April 2017  

Afghan Hounds  

I would like to thank the society for inviting me to judge, it was a lovely well run show. I was 
a little sorry to see a large amount of absentees but ultimately pleased with the hounds that 
attended. In an ideal world I would have liked to have seen these dogs in a larger possibly 
outside ring, there is something quite magical seeing this magnificent breed really showing 
the reach and drive that they can deliver.  

 

Graduate 4,2a  1. Keenan’s, Saxonmill Lucius Locket, 22 month brindle dog, handsome dog 
with masculine head and correct shaped dark eye, correct bite, low set ears, long neck 
flowing into good lay of shoulder and return of upper arm, springy pasterns used well on the 
move. Correct feet, deep chest with nice spring of rib into a strong loin. Well muscled hind 
quarters used well when he moves around the ring would have like to have seen what he 
could do in a larger outside ring. Ideally I would like a bit more meat on the bones of this 
boy; I think it could do him a few more favours in the future. Good coat which would 
improve greatly with a little TLC. Won a very close challenge on just having a little more rear 
extension on the move than the Limit winner could change in a different ring. Pleased to 
award him BOB 2. Parkin’s, Rhazmakh Back in Tyme, 10 month gold puppy dog , still very 
raw but showing early promise already that will come with time and confidence. Little 
unsettled today in the small hall with lots of noise. Dark correct eyes peeping out through a 
face full of delightful whiskers, correct bite with good underjaw. Good shoulders with return 
of upper arm, level topline, prominent hip bones, correct feet. Good rear assembly with 
good length of second thigh coming into low set hocks. BP and pleased to see him settle 
down a little later and go Hound Puppy Group 3 in a very nice group.  

 

Limit 7,6a 1. Parkin’s, Jazzmeenah Blondie, 23 month blonde/cream bitch, beautifully 
presented bitch with correct coat pattern, whilst many will say she is out of coat she 
certainly isn’t in my eyes, silky texture on her pale coat made it look like spun silk. Beautiful 
pigment throughout with the darkest of eye right down to her pitch black nose. Feminine 
head, correct bite with low set ears. Very much a WYSIWYG kind of girl. Pleasing front 
assembly complemented by her rear angles. Level topline held well on the moves with 
prominent hipbones. Correct depth of chest, another that I would like to see a little more 
weight on. Moved well in the small ring but just lost out in the challenge, on a different day 
the placings could be swapped RBOB 

 

Open 5,4a 1. Morrison’s, Ch Tulak Under Siege JW ShCM, 6 ½ yr old shaded masked gold 
dog.  

Oozes breed type with aloof expression from his handsome well balanced head, yet reverts 
to the clown on the move to give his handler a hard time. Solid hound shown in fabulous 



hard condition, coat extremely well presented down to the last hair. Correct bite, low set 
ears, strong neck flowing into a great lay of shoulder with the correct return of upper arm, 
balanced throughout with corresponding rear angles, low set tail finished off with a ring 
raised in action on the move. Deep chest with good spring of rib, short muscular loin, 
correct feet, prominent hip bones, low hocks and on the move shows great lift and drive. 
One that would really come into his own in a larger outside ring. Sadly withdrawn from the 
challenge.  

 

Kate Broadhead Tazieff 

 


